Context. The details of the process of massive star formation are still elusive. A complete characterization of the first stages of the process from an observational point of view is needed to constrain theories on the subject. In the past 20 years we have made a thorough investigation of colour-selected IRAS sources over the whole sky. The sources in the northern hemisphere were studied in detail and used to derive an evolutionary sequence based on their spectral energy distribution. Aims. To investigate the first stages of the process of high-mass star formation, we selected a sample of massive clumps previously observed with the Swedish-ESO Submillimetre Telescope at 1.2 mm and with the ATNF Australia Telescope Compact Array at 1.3 cm. We want to characterize the physical conditions in such sources, and test whether their properties depend on the evolutionary stage of the clump. Methods. With ATCA we observed the selected sources in the NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) transitions and in the H 2 O(6 16 − 5 23 ) maser line. Ammonia lines are a very good temperature probe that allow us to accurately determine the mass and the column, volume, and surface densities of the clumps. We also collected all data available to construct the spectral energy distribution of the individual clumps and to determine if star formation is already occurring through observations of its most common signposts, thus putting constraints on the evolutionary stage of the source. We fitted the spectral energy distribution between 1.2 mm and 70 µm with a modified black body to derive the dust temperature and independently determine the mass. Results. We find that the clumps are cold (T ∼ 10 − 30 K), massive (M ∼ 10 2 − 10 3 M ), and dense (n(H 2 ) 10 5 cm −3 ) and that they have high column densities (N(H 2 ) ∼ 10 23 cm −2 ). All clumps appear to be potentially able to form high-mass stars. The most massive clumps appear to be gravitationally unstable, if the only sources of support against collapse are turbulence and thermal pressure, which possibly indicates that the magnetic field is important in stabilizing them. Conclusions. After investigating how the average properties depend on the evolutionary phase of the source, we find that the temperature and central density progressively increase with time. Sources likely hosting a ZAMS star show a steeper radial dependence of the volume density and tend to be more compact than starless clumps.
Introduction
Massive stars spend a significant part ( 10%) of their lives embedded in their parental molecular cloud, making it difficult to investigate their early evolutionary stages. The discovery of IRdark clouds (IRDCs; e.g., Perault et al. 1996; Egan et al. 1998) seen in absorption against the mid-IR Galactic background made it possible to identify the most likely birthplaces of high-mass stars. These clouds are usually filamentary, hosting complexes of cold (T 25 K) and dense (n 10 5 cm −3 ) clumps, with high H 2 column densities (N 10 23 cm −2 ) and masses that usually exceed 100 M (though not all of them will form massive stars; e.g., Kauffmann & Pillai 2010) . Clouds with such low tem-peratures have a spectral energy distribution (SED) that peaks at far-IR (FIR) wavelengths and are optically thin in the millimetre/submillimetre regime. The emission at these wavelengths usually matches the IR absorption very well (e.g., Rathborne et al. 2006; Pillai et al. 2006) , and makes it easy to identify the cold and dense gas concentrations. Some clumps within IRDCs show signs of active star formation, such as 24 µm emission, presence of extended excess emission at 4.5 µm 1 , masers and SiO emission from outflows (e.g., Beuther et al. 2005; Rathborne et al. 2005; Chambers et al. 2009 ).
The pre-/proto-stellar phase for high-mass stars is very short ( 3 × 10 4 yr), according to statistical studies (Motte et al. 2007) , when compared to the low-mass regime (∼ 3 × 10 5 yr, Kirk et al. 1 The excess at 4.5 µm, typically named Extended Green Object or "green fuzzy" is commonly interpreted as arising from H 2 and CO lines, likely tracing shocks (e.g., Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004; Marston et al. 2004 A. Giannetti et al.: Physical properties of high-mass clumps in different stages of evolution 2005), because the accretion timescale is longer than the KelvinHelmoltz timescale and nuclear fusion starts before the star has reached its final mass. Therefore, the entire life of the protostar and part of the main sequence is spent inside the parental clump. Objects in these early phases of evolution and their influence on the surrounding material, can be investigated at frequencies that can penetrate the cocoon in which the objects are enshrouded.
In the last 2 decades we have made a thorough investigation of a sample of luminous IRAS sources distributed over the whole sky, selected on the basis of FIR colours typical of YSOs (e.g, Palla et al. 1991) . Our expectation that this sample contains highmass YSOs in different evolutionary stages has been supported by a large number of observations at both low-and high-angular resolution (e.g., Molinari et al. 1996 Molinari et al. , 1998a Brand et al. 2001; Fontani et al. 2005; Beltrán et al. 2006) . Those with δ < 30
• have been observed with the SEST in the continuum at 1.2-mm (SIMBA) and in CS (Fontani et al. 2005; Beltrán et al. 2006) . The mm-continuum maps often show the presence of several clumps around a single IRAS source. A comparison with MSX (and later Spitzer) images revealed that some of these clumps are associated with mid-IR emission, while others appear IR-dark (Beltrán et al. 2006) .
A first attempt to exploit such large amount of data to define an evolutionary sequence for the clumps and their embedded sources was carried out by Molinari et al. (2008) , who distinguished three different types of objects, on the basis of their mm and IR properties: (Type 1) objects with dominant mm emission, and not associated with a mid-IR source; (Type 2) objects with both IR and mm emission; and (Type 3) objects with clearly dominant IR emission. Using a simple model, the authors could explain these different types in terms of an evolutionary scenario, in order of increasing age: (Type 1) starless cores and/or highmass proto-stars embedded in dusty clumps; (Type 2) deeply embedded Zero-Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) OB star(s) still accreting material from the parental clump, and (Type 3) OB stars surrounded only by the remnants of the molecular cloud. From our recent ATCA 1.3 cm continuum and line (H 2 O maser at 22 GHz) observations (Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013a ) of a large number (∼ 200) of these massive clumps selected from the SEST mm-continuum observations, we found that Type 1 sources are rarely associated with cm-continuum emission (8%), Types 2 (75%) and 3 (28%) more frequently. At the same time, H 2 O maser emission was found associated with 13%, 26%, and 3% of sources of Type 1, 2 and 3, respectively. These findings corroborate the evolutionary sequence derived by Molinari et al. (2008) .
In this paper we will explore how the gas and dust properties in massive clumps depend on the evolutionary phase, as determined from the source type and the presence of signposts of high-mass star formation.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we briefly describe the sample selection, in Sect. 3 we describe the observations performed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array, and describe the data reduction procedure; in Sect. 4 we show the results for the quantities directly derived from the observations; in Sect. 5 we discuss how the sample is divided into "star-forming" and "quiescent" clumps, and into clumps likely hosting a ZAMS star (Types 2 and 3) and clumps that are starless or with a deeply embedded protostar (Type 1). The mean clump properties are investigated to search for differences as a function of evolutionary phase. In Sect. 6 we give a sketch of the different classes of objects identified and finally in Sect. 7 we summarize our findings. 
Sample and tracer
The 39 fields considered in this paper were selected from the Beltrán et al. (2006) survey at 1.2 mm, carried out with SEST/SIMBA towards IRAS sources, and contain 46 massive millimetre clumps. The coordinates of the field centres and of the clumps are listed in Table 1 . Each field contains at least one massive clump. The selection of fields was done according to simple criteria: (i) source declination δ < −30
• ; (ii) comparable numbers of MSX-dark and -bright sources; (iii) clumps as isolated as possible, i.e. with a separation greater than 1 SEST beam (24 ) between MSX and non-MSX emitters to limit confusion; (iv) masses in excess of ∼ 40 M in the Beltrán et al. (2006) catalogue. In this work we will use the gas temperature derived from ammonia observations and the dust temperature derived from a modified black-body fit to the SED to obtain a more accurate estimate of the mass and related quantities. For a spectroscopic tool we selected ammonia, which is an ideal tracer for cold, dense gas, not depleting up to high number densities ( 10 6 cm −3 ) and Figure 1 . Typical map for a source in which we filter out the extended emission. The contours are ±3% of the intensity peak of 628.3 mJy.
an excellent thermometer (Ho & Townes 1983) . The ammonia inversion transitions are split into five electric quadrupole hyperfine components, a main one at the centre of the spectrum and four satellites, from the intensity-ratio of which one can derive the optical depth τ. This allows a direct estimate of the column density. The five lines are further split into several closely spaced components by magnetic interactions between the nuclei; however, these lines are typically not resolved observationally.
Observations and data reduction
The fields were observed in the NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transitions (23694.50 MHz and 23722.63 MHz, respectively) and in the H 2 O(6 16 −5 23 ) maser line (22235.08 MHz), with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The observations were performed between the 4th and 8th of March 2011, for a total telescope time of 48 hours. We used the array in configuration 750D, providing baselines from 31 m to 4469 m. The primary beam of the telescope at these frequencies is ∼ 2 .5. The flux density scale was determined by observing the standard primary calibrator PKS1934−638 (0.78 Jy at 23650MHz), with an uncertainty expected to be 10%. Gain calibration was performed through frequent observations of nearby compact quasars; 0537−441 was used as the bandpass calibrator. Pointing corrections were derived from nearby quasars and applied online. Weather conditions were generally good, with a weather path noise ∼ 400 µm or better. The total time on source was divided into series of snapshots with a variable duration of between 3 and 5 minutes observed over a range as large as possible in hour angle, to improve the uv-coverage for each target. As a consequence of the observing strategy, the total on source integration time varies, and is typically between ∼ 30 min and ∼ 1 hour. The CABB correlator provided two zoom bands of 64 MHz each, with a spectral resolution of 32 kHz (∼ 0.4 km s −1 at ∼ 23.7 GHz). The two ammonia inversion transitions were observed in one band, and the other was centred on the H 2 O maser line.
The data were edited and calibrated with the MIRIAD software package, following standard procedures. Deconvolution and imaging were performed in AIPS with the "imagr" task, applying natural weighting to the visibilities. Ammonia emission lines were visible only on the shortest baselines, thus we discarded all baselines 30 kλ. In order to obtain images with the same angular resolution, we reconstructed all of them with a clean circular beam of diameter 20 , except for 17195−3811, 17040−3959c1 and 16428−4109c1. These sources have a poorer uv-coverage, resulting in a beam of roughly 20 ×40 . Moreover, 16254−4844c1 and 16573−4214c2 were observed with a very limited range for the hour angle, making the 'clean' impossible. Ammonia spectra were extracted from the data cubes in two different ways: from a circular area of diameter 20 centred at the peak emission, or averaged over the (larger) region enclosed in the 3σ contour of the NH 3 (1,1) integrated emission. The spectra extracted from the data cube were imported in CLASS 2 , and the lines were fitted using METHOD NH3 for the NH 3 (1,1) inversion transition, that takes into account the hyperfine splitting of the line, thus giving as output also the optical depth of the main line. This method was also used for the (2,2) transition, in order to obtain a better estimate of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth ∆V and τ for the 9 sources for which we detected the (2,2) hyperfine structure. The spectral rms ranges from 3 to 55 mJy, with typical values around 10 mJy. The value of the rms for each spectrum is given in Table 2. H 2 O maser emission is detected on all baselines, allowing us to achieve the highest angular resolution allowed by the array configuration (∼ 1 − 2 ). For 16254−4844c1 and 16573−4214c2, we could only establish whether there is maser emission or not, and we do not derive positions for the maser spots.
Results and analysis

Ammonia line profiles and properties
The NH 3 (1,1) integrated emission (zeroth moment) is shown in panels (a) and (b) of Table 1 , 36 were detected in both NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2); 43 have been detected in NH 3 (1,1). Three clumps were not detected in NH 3 at all: 15454−5335c2, 14166−6118c1 and 16164−4929c2. We discuss them in more detail in Appendix A. It is evident from the data that we filter out extended emission for some objects: Figure 1 shows that the lack of information on the largest spatial scales of emission causes the persistence of negative features in the corresponding maps. The general morphology of the ammonia emission traces well the mm-continuum emission. The peaks of NH 3 (1,1) may show significant displacement with respect to the millimetre peak. For some sources this may be caused by a low signal-to-noise ratio of the NH 3 emission. Alternatively, the offset could be the result of optical depth or chemical effects. Twelve clumps have optical depths larger than 1.5 in the main line and a reliable map, but only 3 of them show an offset. We also made maps of the emission of one of the satellite lines, (that are likely to be optically thin, as their optical depth is ∼ 4 times smaller than that of the main line), for the 7 sources showing the largest displacement between ammonia and millimetre peak. In only one source (15470-5419c1) is the peak of the satellite line emission coincident with the millimetre peak; in the others the offset remains unchanged. Thus, optical depth effects cannot be the dominant cause for the offset.
The peak flux of the two ammonia transitions, the rms of the spectra, ∆V, the optical depth τ, the systemic velocity V LSR of Figure 2 . Ratio of the line FWHM ∆V for the NH 3 (2,2) and (1,1) lines as a function of kinetic temperature, derived from our data assuming ∆V(2,2)= ∆V(1,1).
the line, the rotation temperature T rot , the kinetic temperature T K and the ammonia column density N(NH 3 ) are listed in Table 2 . The optical depth of the (1,1) transition ranges from 1 to ∼ 4, showing that ammonia emission is moderately thick in these objects. Figure 2 shows that the FWHM ∆V of the (2,2) transition is on average slightly larger than that of the (1,1), indicating that the two transitions do not trace exactly the same volume of gas, the (2,2) transition being more sensitive to regions with a higher degree of turbulence due to its higher energy. The same result is found by Rygl et al. (2010) . To estimate a rotation temperature (e.g., Mangum et al. 1992; Busquet et al. 2009 ) from the line ratio the two ammonia transitions must trace the same volume of gas. Thus, if this assumption is correct, the ∆V should be the equal. The difference in ∆V that we measure is sufficiently small not to invalidate our assumption that the emission from NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) comes from the same region. We thus consider our temperature estimates reliable.
The kinematic distances were recomputed for the clumps with the V LSR derived from NH 3 and the rotation curve of Brand & Blitz (1993) , and were found to be in agreement with those given in Beltrán et al. (2006) , except for 08477−4939c1, 16061−5048c1 and c2, 16093−5128c1, and 17040−3959c1. We choose to use the Brand & Blitz (1993) instead of the more recent one of Reid et al. (2009) because it still the best sampled in terms of Heliocentricand Galactocentric distances and Galactocentric azimuth. A comparison shows that the kinematic distances derived with the Reid et al. (2009) curve are systematically smaller by < 10 − 15% for virtually all of our sources.
In the inner Galaxy, objects along the line-of-sight on either side of the tangent point have the same radial velocity, which leads to an ambiguity in the kinematic distance ("near" and "far") for several of our targets. Thus, we checked all our sources for associated 8 µm absorption features in the Spitzer/GLIMPSE images, for Hi self-absorption observations towards them in the literature and for the height with respect to the Galactic midplane. The near distance is chosen if the complex is observed in absorption against the Galactic mid-InfraRed (MIR) background or if the source at the far distance is further than 150 pc from the Galactic plane (∼ 2 − 3 times the scaleheight of the molecular gas distribution; see Dame et al. 1987; Brand & Blitz 1993; Dame & Thaddeus 1994) . Twenty-two of our sources meet the first criterion, and 8 targets would be located at more than 150 pc from the midplane of the Milky Way at the far distance. Finally, Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011) report Hi self-absorption measurements for 7 Hii regions near our observed fields (containing 12 clumps in total). They locate 3 Hii region/clump complexes at the far distance. However, we are confident that 2 (15557-5215 and 17040-3959) of those 3 are instead at the near distance as the 8 µm images show a clear absorption patch, and this is unlikely if the sources were on the far side of the Galactic centre. Hence the far distance was assigned to only 1 of our fields (containing 1 clump). The distances adopted are listed in Table 2 . Where the near-far ambiguity could not be resolved (8 sources), the near distance was assumed.
Temperatures from ammonia
We derive the rotation temperature (T rot ), and the molecular column density, following the method described in Busquet et al. (2009) . This assumes that the transitions between the inversion doublets can be approximated as a two level system (see Ho & Townes 1983) , and that the excitation temperature and line widths are the same for both the (1,1) and (2,2) transition (see Sect. 4.1). The kinetic temperature T K was then extrapolated from T rot using the empirical method outlined in Tafalla et al. (2004) . This relation gives results accurate to a 5% level for temperatures 20 K. This procedure was used to derive the gas temperature both from the spectra extracted from an area equal to that of the beam around the peak of the ammonia emission, and from those averaged over the whole area of NH 3 (1,1) emission.
In order to also have an estimate of the uncertainty, the method to derive T rot , T K and ammonia column density N(NH 3 ) was implemented in JAGS 3 (Just Another Gibbs Sampler). JAGS is a program for the analysis of Bayesian models, based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations. It computes the posterior probability distribution, summarizing our knowledge of the quantities considered, given a user-defined model (i.e. the equations and the assumptions of Gaussianity for the quantities directly derived from the fit in our case), the data and our prior knowledge of the quantities involved (Andreon 2011). This program was used to derive T rot , T K and N(NH 3 ) and their uncertainty, propagating the Gaussian uncertainty of the parameters of the fit, as given by CLASS. Constant priors were used on these parameters, i.e. T τ and τ. To check the dependency of the results on the choice of the prior, we used also a Gaussian prior with a large σ. The results show that the derived parameters are virtually independent of the prior choice.
The temperatures and N(NH 3 ) derived from the peak spectrum in this way are listed in Table 2 , with their uncertainties. On the other hand, Table C.6 shows the observed spectral parameters for the spectra averaged over the whole NH 3 (1,1) emission, the rotation and kinetic temperatures and the average ammonia column density, with the respective uncertainties. T K obtained from the spectra extracted from both the peak of the NH 3 and those obtained from the whole area of emission are in the range between ∼ 10 and ∼ 28 K. T rot and T K calculated from the two sets of ammonia spectra agree very well in most cases. Few exceptions exist, where the 68% credibility intervals for the kinetic temperature do not overlap (3 cases), but with differences of ∼ 5 K at most, possibly due to dilution of the NH 3 (2,2) emission, averaged over the same area as the (1,1). Thus in the following we use the T K derived at the peak of ammonia emission The gas temperatures derived from ammonia imply that the average ∆V of the ammonia lines (between ∼ 0.7 and 3.7 km s −1 ) is well in excess of the thermal broadening in such cold gas (∼ 0.15 km s −1 for T K = 20 K), indicating that turbulence may play a major role in supporting the clumps.
Ammonia abundances
To determine characteristic ammonia abundances we used the spectra averaged over all the NH 3 emission. We derived N(H 2 ) from the average 1.2 mm emission, collected over the same area as the ammonia, assuming that the clump is homogeneous (see Sect. 4.4), and divided the NH 3 column density by N(H 2 ). The total range of abundances for all the sources in the sample lies between ∼ 10 −9 and ∼ 10 −7 . For most of the objects the abundances are in the typical range of ∼ 10 −8 − 10 −7 (cf. Wienen et al. 2012 , and references therein). We compared the NH 3 abundance derived in this way with the abundance derived at the peak of ammonia emission: we find this latter quantity is typically slightly greater than the former, with ratios in the range ∼ 0.6 − 10 and mean and median values of 2.5 and 1.2, respectively. A sub-sample of the clumps observed in ammonia was also observed in C 18 O and N 2 H + with APEX (Fontani et al. 2012 ). The carbon monoxide was found to be heavily depleted in these sources, showing that they are in an early phase of evolution. On the contrary, the observed ammonia abundances indicate that NH 3 is not depleted on a large scale in these clumps, in agreement with studies of clumps in low-mass star-forming regions, whereas CO is also depleted (e.g., Tafalla et al. 2002) .
Clump masses, diameters and gas densities
Determining accurate masses for the clumps is crucial to determine the evolutionary phase of the clump from a mass-luminosity plot (Molinari et al. 2008) , and to see if the clump is massive enough to form high-mass stars. With our temperature determination (assuming that the gas, dust and kinetic temperatures T g , T d
and T K are equal) we are able to compute more accurate masses than those listed in Beltrán et al. (2006) , that were derived assuming T d = 30 K. The clump masses are calculated from the integrated 1.2 mm (250 GHz) flux through (Hildebrand 1983 ):
where S 250 is the total flux density at 250 GHz, D is the distance, γ is the gas-to-dust ratio, B 250 (T d ) is the emission of a black body with temperature equal to T d at 250 GHz, and κ 250 ≡ κ 0 (250 GHz/ν 0 [GHz]) β is the dust opacity per unit mass at the indicated frequency. We used κ 0 = 0.8 cm g −1 at ν 0 = 230.6 GHz, as recommended by Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) . The index β was derived from the modified black-body fit to the spectral energy distribution of the clumps, using only the SEST and Hi-GAL fluxes (see Sect. 4.5) , where the data were available, otherwise we chose β = 2, as in Beltrán et al. (2006) .
The masses and their uncertainties are again estimated with JAGS, taking into account the probability distribution of T K , as derived from the ammonia observations, the uncertainty of the integrated 1.2-mm flux (determined with standard techniques from the flux density rms in the images) and a 15% calibration uncertainty. We find systematically higher masses than Beltrán et al. (2006) , because the temperatures are always lower than 30 K. The masses of the clumps tend to increase with the distance (see Fig. 3 ), as a result of the fact that nearby high-mass clumps are rare and that at large distances one cannot always separate individual clumps. In Fig. 3 we show the minimum detectable mass from the 1.2 mm maps, calculated from Eq. 1, with a typical 3σ flux density of 100 mJy/beam and a T d = 15 K. In this work we adopted the mass computed within the FWHM contour, in order to consider only the inner regions of the clump, excluding the external envelope (see Sect. 5), and because the measured diameter depends on the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore when we generically speak of the mass we refer to masses computed within the FWHM contour. In this way the mass could be underestimated by a factor of 2, if the source is Gaussian and the envelope contribution is negligible. Our mass estimates are thus conservative, and the possible variation is indicated in figures 4 and 10 for comparison. The masses are listed in Table C.1. For completeness, masses and densities computed within the 3σ contour contour are shown in Table C.2. Angular diameters were derived from 1.2 mm maps. The beam-corrected angular diameters θ of the clumps at FWHM level are estimated assuming that the sources are Gaussian, using the relation θ = √ FWHP 2 − HPBW 2 , with FWHP = 2 √ A/π, where A is the area within the contour at half peak intensity, and HPBW is the SEST half-power beam width. If the angular size derived in this way is less than half the beam size, the source is deemed unresolved and we set an upper limit to its size equal to half the HPBW (Wilson et al. 2005) . The linear diameters at FWHM level range from ∼ 0.2 to ∼ 2.0 pc (Table C.1). Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) derived an empirical relation between mass and radius to separate the clumps that are able to form high-mass stars from those that are not. With the mass now much better constrained, we can use this relation to test if our clumps have the potential of forming massive stars. In Fig. 4 we show the mass and size of our clumps, compared to the Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) relation, scaled to the same dust opacity as used in the present work. From the figure we observe that the vast majority of our sources lie above the Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) relation, indicated as a dashed line, corroborating the idea that the whole sample is constituted of similar objects and suggesting Figure 4 . Mass-radius plot; r FWHM is the beam-corrected radius at FWHM level. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 3 . The boundary for massive-star formation derived by Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) 
1.33 , rescaled to match our dust opacity) is indicated as a dashed line. Sources above this line are able to form massive stars. The uncertainty in mass is shown for each point. A variation of a factor of 2 in mass (see text) is indicated in the bottom right corner.
that virtually all of them could form massive stars. This makes our sample a good one to study the evolution of massive clumps potentially able to form massive stars.
The column-and volume-densities of molecular hydrogen were calculated using the mass and the diameters, assuming spherical symmetry and correcting for helium (∼ 8% in number; e.g., Allen 1973) . These two quantities are found to lie between ∼ 0.1 − 6 × 10 23 cm −2 , and 0.2 − 20 × 10 5 cm −3 , respectively: values like these are typical of IRDCs (e.g., Egan et al. 1998; Carey et al. 1998 Carey et al. , 2000 Pillai et al. 2006) . The surface density Σ was determined by averaging the mass over the deconvolved FWHM area of emission at 1.2 mm. Σ for the clumps in this sample is found to lie between 0.03 and 1.5 g cm −2 . The mass, volume-, column-, and surface densities with their 68% credibility intervals for all the clumps are listed in Table C.1.
Spectral energy distribution
Important insights in the evolutionary state of a source can be gained through its L/M ratio, as proposed by Saraceno et al. (1996) for the low-mass regime and by Molinari et al. (2008) for the high-mass regime. We constructed the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) for the sources in our sample complementing the SEST data with Herschel 4 /Hi-GAL (500 µm, 350 µm, 250 µm, 160 µm, 70 µm; Molinari et al. 2010) , MIPSGAL (24 µm; Carey et al. 2009 ), MSX (band A 8.28 µm, C 12.13 µm, D 14.65 µm, E 21.30 µm; Price et al. 2001 ) and GLIMPSE (8.0 µm, 5.8 µm, 4.5 µm, 3.6 µm; Benjamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009 ) data. We smoothed all the images to a common resolution of 25 (the approximate resolution of the 350 µm image) except that at 500 µm, which has a resolution of ∼ 36 . Two different polygons were defined for each wavelength: one to derive the flux density of the source, and the other for the background in the region. The bolometric luminosity was calculated by integrating the fluxes over frequency, interpolating linearly between the measured fluxes at different frequencies in logarithmic space. The uncertainty was estimated by simply interpolating between the lower and upper limit of the 68% credibility interval of the fluxes used to derive the luminosity, respectively.
The fluxes at the longest wavelengths in the SED can be used to infer the typical properties of the dusty envelope. With this in mind we fitted the SED fluxes, down to 70 µm with a modified black body. The point at 70 µm was included in the fit to better constrain the temperature in the case where the SED has its peak shortward of 160 µm. The inclusion of the flux at 70 µm implies that we will measure a higher T d , because we are tracing the warm dust layers near the embedded (proto-)star. The fit procedure is described in Appendix B. The results of the modified black-body fit, the luminosity derived integrating the SED from 1.2 mm down to 3.6 µm, and the uncertainties in these quantities for each clump are listed in Table 3 . In the table we list only the clumps with data in all the five Herschel/Hi-GAL bands. Figures C.5 and C.6 show the SED with the fit results. 17195-3811c1 is on the edge of the Herschel/HiGAL 160/70 µm maps, thus is not included here. However we use the lower limits on the fluxes at these wavelengths for the fit with the Robitaille models (see below) for this latter source.
From Fig. 5 we can see that the characteristic T d obtained from the fit of a modified black body to the SED down to 70 µm is usually in good agreement with T K derived from the ammonia observations. Seven sources have |T K − T d | ≥ 5 K and uncertainties not large enough to explain this difference, implying a statistically significant discrepancy. Four of these objects have T d > T K : these are also the cases where T d is high, always above 20 K. The discrepancy may arise from a combination of different causes: the fact that the ratio of the two lowest transitions of ammonia is optimal to derive temperatures only up to 20 − 25 K, that ammonia and dust emission are probing different regions of the clump, and that the strong emission in these clumps from warm dust, heated by the central star and visible at 70 µm, is biasing the modified black-body fit towards higher T d .
The gas masses obtained from the modified black-body fit usually agree, within the uncertainties, with those derived simply from the 1.2 mm continuum, and lie between the mass within the 3σ and that within the FWHM contour (Fig. 6 ). As not all sources have a complete SED, and considering the reasonable agreement between masses determined from the 1.2 mm integrated flux and from the modified black-body fit to the SED, we decided to use the former in the following analysis, so that we could also assign a size to the source consistently. Robitaille et al. (2006) developed a code to compute the SED of axisymmetric YSOs. This code considers a central YSO with a rotationally flattened infalling envelope, the presence of bipolar cavities and a flared accretion disk, making use of a Monte Carlo radiation transfer algorithm to compute the flux of the object at wavelengths from the mm-to the near-IR regimes.
A vast range of stellar masses and of evolutionary phases are covered, from the earliest stages of strong infall to the late phase where only the circumstellar disk remains around the central object, and the envelope is completely dispersed. Following the discussion in Molinari et al. (2008) , we use these models only for clumps that clearly contain an embedded source, and with detectable fluxes shortward of 70 µm in the smoothed images. Otherwise, only the modified black-body fit is done. To fit the SED with the Robitaille models, we make use of the online Comparison between the mass derived from the 1.2 mm continuum and from the SED fit. The uncertainties in M SED are indicated. The bars for the 1.2 mm continuum range from the lower limit of the mass within the FWHM contour to the upper limit of the 3σ contour. The dashed line indicates equal masses and the yellow-shaded region shows a difference of a factor of two. Table 4 . Summary of the properties derived from the fit of the Robitaille models to the SED of the objects with significant mid-IR emission. Our estimated range in L is shown for comparison. The ranges in M * , L Rob and M env are those spanned by the best ten models. The masses are derived with a different dust model, and thus deviate from our estimate. SED fitting tool 5 (Robitaille et al. 2007 ). In the tool, we allowed the foreground interstellar extinction to range between 1 and 2 mag kpc −1 (e.g., Allen 1973; Lynga 1982; Scheffler 1982) . The stellar masses obtained from the fit range between ∼ 5 and ∼ 30 M , corresponding to spectral types approximately B7-O8. The luminosities derived vary between ∼ 600 and 65000 L , agreeing with those derived by simply integrating the SED, interpolating linearly in the log-log space. Our estimate of L tends to be lower, as the linear interpolation in the log-log space gives a lower limit for the luminosity and because of the model assumptions. However, for consistency, in the following we will use our estimate of the luminosity for all sources.
The envelope mass from the fit of the Robitaille models is greater than that derived either from the modified black-body fit or from the 1.2 mm-continuum. In this regard, Offner et al. (2012) compared synthetic SEDs of deeply embedded proto-stars, derived from simulated observation obtained with a 3D radiative transfer code for dust emission, for a vast range of parameters, with the best fit obtained from the standard grid of Robitaille models. These authors showed that usually the fit recovers the true luminosity and stellar mass, although with large uncertainties, but systematically overestimates the mass of the envelope, mainly due to the assumption of a different dust model. The difference is more pronounced in the mm-regime, strongly influencing the mass determination. Our assumption of dust opacity is similar to that used by Offner et al. (2012) in the mm-regime, explaining the discrepancy between our mass estimates and the envelope mass from the fit with the online SED fitting tool.
A summary of the results of the fits with the Robitaille models is shown in Table 4 .
Stability and dynamics of the clumps
To investigate the stability of the clumps, we performed the simplest virial analysis, without taking into account magnetic or rotational support.
To derive the virial mass we assumed a constant density profile, using Eq. (3) in MacLaren et al. (1988) , which implies that
where R is the radius and ∆V is the FWHM of the line. In this way we obtain an upper limit for the virial mass. Power law radial profiles for the gas volume density in the clumps can reduce the virial mass: the steeper the profile, the lower the virial mass. A radial dependence like n(H 2 ) ∝ (r/r 0 ) −2 reduces the virial mass by about a factor of 2 (cf. MacLaren et al. 1988 ). The virial parameter α = M vir /M is used as an indicator for gravitational stability; α < 2 implies that the clumps are gravitationally bound, and α = 1 indicates virial equilibrium. Due to our choice of homogeneous clumps to derive the virial mass, the values that we derive for the virial parameter α are upper limits. Figure 7 shows that for virtually all the clumps we find α 1, implying that they are dominated by gravity. In Sect. 5.2.6 we discuss in detail the observed values of α.
First order moment maps reveal the presence of velocity gradients, typically around 1−2 km s −1 pc −1 . A more detailed analysis for the most interesting clumps is the subject of a forthcoming paper.
Water maser emission
Thirteen clumps in our sample show maser emission. The spectra were extracted from the data cubes at each position where emission was detected (see Fig. C .4) within a polygon comparable to the beam dimensions (between ∼ 1 and ∼ 2 ), and imported in CLASS. The lines were then fitted with Gaussians. Two sources have very strong lines, reaching nearly ∼ 100 Jy. We typically find multiple velocity components (up to 22) towards a single clump. A summary of the maser emission properties is shown in Table 5 . The water maser range of velocities usually straddles the systemic velocity of the clump, as shown in Fig. 8 Table C. 3), as expected because of the well-known variability of water masers (e.g., Felli et al. 2007 ). All of these sources show other signs of active star formation. . Summary of specific star formation indicators in the clumps. The labels correspond to green fuzzies (GF), mid-IR emission (IR), H 2 O maser (M), and radio continuum emission (RC) (see Sect. 5 for details). For example, the small central circle shows the combination IR+GF+RC, while the "triangular" area with a darker shade surrounding the small circle represents the presence of all four signposts of star formation.
Discussion
In order to investigate how the clump properties depend on their evolutionary state, the sources were first separated into two subsamples, according to the presence or absence of signposts of active star formation. In particular, we considered the presence of water maser(s), "green fuzzies", 24 µm and radio-continuum emission.
-24 µm emission: We overlaid the Spitzer MIPSGAL images at 24 µm and the SEST 1.2 mm maps of Beltrán et al. (2006) , in order to identify those clumps with and without IR emission. If a 24 µm source is found at the location of the 1.2 mm emission peak, then it is considered as being associated with it. MIPSGAL images cover 41 of the clumps in this sample, the remaining 5 are covered by MSX images. Twenty-five clumps are IR-bright at 24 µm as shown in among those without Spitzer 24 µm data show emission in the 21 µm MSX image. -"Green Fuzzies": extended 4.5 µm emission produced by shock-excited molecular lines, commonly associated with Class II CH 3 OH masers (Cyganowski et al. 2009 ). To identify the "green fuzzies", we followed the procedure described in Chambers et al. (2009) . Again, only 41 clumps out of the 46 are covered by GLIMPSE data. Sixteen clumps show the presence of extended, excess 4.5 µm emission. -Water masers: 13 clumps in our sample show maser emission. The water maser is a known indicator of star formation, thought to appear in the early stages of the process (Breen & Ellingsen 2011) , and is observed both in low-and high-mass star formation regions. -Radio-continuum: 40 of the clumps in our sample were observed with ATCA at 22 GHz and 18 GHz (Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013a). Twelve sources were detected, and 3 more have a tentative detection at about 3σ at one of the frequencies. The radio-continuum alone is not always considered sufficient to classify a source as star forming. This is because we find one source (16061−5048c4) in the sample where the radio emission is likely to come from an ionization front in the outer layers of the clump, based on the morphology of the emission or the lack of an IR source in the Spitzer/Hi-GAL images. This special case is discussed in the Appendix.
If any of these signposts is observed (except radio continuum in the special case discussed in the Appendix), a clump is indicated as star-forming. Based on these criteria, of the 46 objects observed, 31 were classified as star-forming and 15 as quiescent. A summary of the clumps with specific indicators of ongoing star formation is given in Fig. 9 . All the star formation signposts In the following, we compare the average properties of the clumps using the parameters we have derived, for the two subsamples, to look for systematic differences in the physical properties characterizing the two classes. Note that hereafter the quiescent and star-forming sub-samples will be denoted with the acronyms QS and SFS, respectively.
The mass-luminosity plot
To refine the separation in different evolutionary phases we make use of the mass-luminosity (M − L) plot, which is an efficient and well-established diagnostic tool to disentangle the different evolutionary phases of star formation in the low-mass regime (Saraceno et al. 1996) . Molinari et al. (2008) proposed that it could also be used for high-mass stars, under the hypothesis that star formation at high-and low-mass proceeds in a similar fashion, with accretion from the surrounding environment playing a major role (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2009 ). Molinari et al. (2008) built a simple model for the evolution of a clump, based on the turbulent core prescriptions of McKee & Tan (2003) , ranging from the early collapse phase to the complete disruption of the dusty envelope by the central object. Figure 10 shows the M − L plot for the sources in our sample for which we were able to derive the luminosity (see Sect. 4.5 and Table 3 ) from the integration of the SED (with the linear interpolation in the log-log space) and the mass derived from the 1.2 mm emission, for which we used the temperature determination obtained from the ammonia observations (Sect. 4.2). The black solid line indicates the ZAMS locus, according to Molinari et al. (2008) , while the dashed line indicates the ZAMS locus as determined by Urquhart et al. (2013) . The latter authors consider clumps showing methanol maser emission and with a luminosity from the Red MSX Sources survey (Urquhart et al. 2008) . 90% of the sources studied by Urquhart et al. (2013) have L > 10 3 L , the remaining 10%, with L < 10 3 L , have low gas masses (10 1 − 10 2 M ), and could be forming intermediate-mass stars. Objects classified as either YSO and UCHii regions were used to determine the ZAMS locus, as no statistically significant difference is found between the two classes. The difference in slope between the two ZAMS-lines could be due to the fact that in Molinari et al. (2008) the luminosities were determined from the Robitaille models, using IRAS fluxes in the FIR, and could thus be overestimated. The grey curves show the evolution of the source predicted by the simple model, for different final masses, from ∼ 6 to ∼ 30 M . Time increases in the direction of the arrows shown in the upper right part of the plot. In the collapse phase, before the central object reaches the ZAMS, the mass of the core envelope does not change by much, but the luminosity increases rapidly. After the central star reaches the ZAMS, the luminosity does not vary much, and the energetic radiation and wind begin to destroy the parental clump, visible as a steady decrease in envelope mass.
Comparing the distribution of sources in the plot with the evolutionary tracks of the Molinari et al. (2008) model, our objects span the total range in envelope masses, for final masses of the star between about 6 and 30 M . The stellar masses are in agreement with those derived from the fit of the SED with the Robitaille models for the objects near the ZAMS, for which the final mass is similar to the current mass, as the main accretion phase is over. Massive stars appear to form virtually always in clusters (e.g., Lada & Lada 2003) . In both the Molinari et al. (2008) and the Robitaille models the luminosity is considered as being dominated by the most massive object formed in the cluster. The derived bolometric luminosity and stellar mass could thus be overestimated. A detailed study of the stellar population in these clumps will be carried out in a subsequent paper, by means of mid-IR and near-IR data.
A first macroscopic difference between the SFS and the QS sources is the luminosity. As can be seen in Fig. 11 , the clumps in the QS have low luminosities, distributed between ∼ 100 and 500 L . On the other hand, the sources in the SFS show a peak at ∼ 500 L , but also a second peak at L ∼ 8 × 10 3 L (both indicated as dashed lines in the figure) . The distribution of the sources in the M − L plot indicates that part of the sources in the SFS (10 out of 20, including 17195-3811c1, with the mean luminosity derived with the online SED fitting tool) are likely hosting a ZAMS star and have stopped the accelerating accretion phase, according to the model of Molinari et al. (2008) . The sources with signs of active star formation, but well below the ZAMS loci, are essentially indistinguishable from the quiescent ones in terms of luminosities. Figure 10 shows that in our sample all sources with L > 10 3 L have strong IR (MSX) and/or radio continuum emission, while those below this threshold do not. The radio emission from the sources near the ZAMS locus, with final masses greater than 8 M shows that the interpretation of the M − L plot is essentially correct, and that the prediction of the end of the accelerating accretion phase is reasonably good.
The small range of luminosity and its low average value for the QS shows that this is a homogeneous sample, with all the clumps in an early phase of evolution. On the other hand, the SFS appear to include clumps in widely different evolutionary stages: the points in the diagram go from clumps similar to those of the QS, to clumps containing a ZAMS star and beyond, where the star is dispersing the envelope. For our sample, a simple Figure 13 . Correlation between luminosity and kinetic temperature. The uncertainties for L and T K are indicated in the figure. criterion in luminosity is sufficient to separate the sources that likely have an embedded ZAMS star from the rest. Thus, in the following we will refer to objects containing a ZAMS star as those with L > 10 3 L . In Fig. 10 these objects fall in the region encompassed by the ZAMS loci, except 13560−6133c1 and 16093−5015c1, slightly below the Urquhart et al. (2013) ZAMS locus.
We can easily divide the clumps in this sample in Type 1, 2 and 3 according to the M − L plot (see Molinari et al. 2008) ; the classification of sources in one of the three types is shown in Table C .3. The clumps between the two ZAMS loci, with L > 10 3 L would be Type 2 clumps (including the two sources slightly below the Urquhart et al. ZAMS locus, 13560−6133c1 and 16093−5015c1, the former of which shows also radio continuum emission), while the rest of the SFS and the QS would be Type 1. Type 1 sources include both pre-stellar and proto-stellar sources in early stages of evolution, for which the development of an Hii region may be quenched by the high accretion rates. The leftmost point in the mass luminosity plot (Fig. 10) identifies the most evolved source in our sample, 17355−3241c1, with a relatively low mass and a high luminosity. This clump is the only Type 3 source in our sample, and has very strong emission even in the IRAC bands. 17355−3241c1 exemplifies the last phase of the evolution in the M − L plot, when the parent cloud is dispersed by the destructive action of the central star. This source is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.
Thus, the M − L plot and the signposts of active star formation give complementary information about the evolutionary state of the clump, allowing us to refine the Molinari et al. (2008) classification, separating objects likely hosting a ZAMS star from the other sources in the SFS. Our original sample is thus finally divided into three different classes (without considering Type 3 objects): Type 1 quiescent clumps, apparently starless, Type 1 with signs of active star formation, but still a low luminosity and Type 2 sources, hereafter QS, SFS-1 and SFS-2, respectively. Table C.5 shows explicitly that SFS-1 and SFS-2 have very different luminosity-to-mass ratios. The clumps in the SFS-1 can be in a very early phase of the process of formation of a high-mass object; alternatively, the signposts of active star formation could be generated by more evolved lower-mass stars. shows the diameters for the SFS-2 is indicated in red, the SFS-1 is indicated in blue, and the QS in black. The total number of sources in each class is shown above each panel.
Properties of sources in different stages of evolution
Temperatures
The temperature of gas and dust may be influenced by the presence of a (proto-)star deeply embedded in a clump. Figure 12a shows the histogram of temperatures for the two samples. The normalized counts of the SFS are shown in green, and those of the QS in black. We find that it is possible to observe temperature differences on a large scale, comparing the average values of T K and T d of the QS and the SFS. The typical T K of the starforming clumps is greater than that of the QS, with mean values of T K = 19.5 +1.5 −2.9 K and 14.1 +1.8 −3.2 K, for the SFS and QS, respectively. Thus, the average temperature increases as evolution proceeds.
In Fig. 12b we can see that the SFS-2 (in red) show a slightly higher T K (T K = 21.4 +1.7 −3.8 K) than the SFS-1 (in blue) (T K = 18.3 Figure 12b shows also the QS, to underline that both the SFS-1 and SFS-2 sources on average have a higher T K . Figure 12c shows that the SFS with 1.3 cm radio-continuum emission are hotter than those without it. A similar conclusion is found by Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013b) , studying NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) at high angular resolution in cores in clustered high-and intermediate-mass star forming regions. They find that starless cores have an average T ∼ 15 K, lower than T ∼ 21 K found for proto-stellar cores. These values are very close to those found in this work. Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013b) show that the higher temperatures in starless cores in clustered environments with respect to more isolated cases can be explained considering external heating from the nearby massive stars. Also Rygl et al. (2010) and Urquhart et al. (2011) find that actively star-forming clumps are slightly hotter than the quiescent ones. A behaviour similar to that of the kinetic temperature is observed for Disregarding the 7 points with |T K − T d | ≥ 5 K and nonoverlapping 68% credibility intervals, we find a correlation between the luminosity and the kinetic temperature, shown in Fig. 13 . A correlation between T K and L bol was also found by e.g., Churchwell et al. (1990) , Wu et al. (2006) , Urquhart et al. (2011) , and by Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013b) , for cores in clustered environments, using the luminosity of the whole region.
Sizes
From the panel (a) of Fig. 14 we note that the SFS tend to have smaller FWHM diameters than the QS. From the distribution of sizes shown in panel (b) we note that the SFS-2 have a peak at the smallest linear dimensions. Plotting the area within a specific intensity contour of 1.2 mm emission as a function of the intensity level and extrapolating linearly to zero intensity we get an idea of the source extent if we could observe with infinite sensitivity (cf. Brand & Wouterloot 1994) . Figure 15 shows the 1.2 mm intensity level as a function of the area within the contour for representative sources in QS and SFS-2. For the SFS-2 we ignore the central emission peak for the fit. This method allow us to estimate the effect of the lower temperature on the clump size at the typical noise levels of the SEST maps.
This procedure shows that with our noise levels we miss ∼ 30% of the emission area for a typical QS, while only ∼ 10 − 15% is lost for a typical SFS-2. The SFS-1 usually shows an intermediate behaviour. The larger fraction of emission area below the noise level for the QS confirms that we are not able to detect the external envelope of the coldest clumps, and that the actual linear size of QS sources is very similar to that of SFS-2 objects. On the other hand, the area within the FWHM contour is smaller for SFS-2 sources, possibly indicating that sources hosting a ZAMS object are more compact and centrally concentrated. We investigate an alternative possibility, namely that the observed FWHM size may be T -dependent, performing a simple test using a 1D simulation with RATRAN (Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000) , constructing a clump with a typical radial dependence of the density (∝ r −1.7 , cf. Beuther et al. 2002; Mueller et al. 2002) , and comparing the continuum at 250 GHz with and without a central luminous heating source. The radial temperature dependence is assumed to be ∝ (r/r 0 ) −0.4 (e.g., Wolfire & Cassinelli Figure 16 . Normalized histogram of volume density of molecular hydrogen averaged within the FWHM contour. We show the SFS in green and the QS in black. The total number of sources in each class is shown above the panel.
1986). We observe that the clump with the embedded source, has a smaller (by 20 − 30%) FWHM. This could explain the smaller sizes derived for SFS-2. Urquhart et al. (2013) , also conclude that high-mass star forming clumps showing methanol maser emission are more compact and centrally concentrated than the rest of sources in the ATLASGAL survey (Schuller et al. 2009 ), comparing the "compactness" of the sources by means of the ratio of the peak and integrated sub-mm flux, for a much larger sample.
Densities
The mean column-, volume-and surface-densities are compared for QS and SFS, and for SFS-1 and SFS-2 in Fig. 16 and 17, respectively.
The histogram of the SFS is shifted towards higher densities; Chambers et al. (2009) obtain the same result, with star-forming sources on average denser than the quiescent ones. Taking into account the separation into SFS-1 and SFS-2, the density histograms show that the SFS-2 usually have higher values of column-, volume-and surface-densities than either QS or SFS-1; the latter two classes have density distributions peaking at similar values, with that of the SFS-1 showing a tail with values similar to those of the SFS-2. Thus, the clumps hosting a ZAMS star have higher densities, indicating that as star formation proceeds, the clumps appear to become denser in the central parts. The same is found by Butler & Tan (2012) , comparing their sample of starless cores to a sample of more evolved objects (from Mueller et al. 2002) . We caution that, as the source size could be underestimated due to the presence of a central heating source, causing the clump to appear more centrally peaked (see Sect. 5.2.2), the densities could be overestimated for the SFS-2, thus explaining the observed differences with both QS and SFS-1. Rygl et al. (2013) argue that star formation signposts are not present in clumps with a column density below a value of 4 × 10 22 cm −2 . No such threshold effect for the onset of star formation is observed in our sample, but only two of our clumps of any type have column densities well below 4 × 10 22 cm −2 (cf. Figure 17 . Normalized histograms of (a) column-, (b) volume-and (c) surface-densities of molecular hydrogen averaged within the FWHM contour. We show the SFS-2 in red, SFS-1 in blue and the QS in black. The total number of sources in each class is shown above the panels.
We note that the values of the mass surface density are typically lower than the theoretical threshold of Σ = 1 g cm −2 for massive star formation, on average by a factor 2 − 6. The theoretical threshold for Σ given by Krumholz & McKee (2008) holds for a single core, stabilized against fragmentation only by radiative heating. López-Sepulcre et al. (2010) show that massive star formation, indicated by the presence of massive molecular outflows, most probably driven by massive YSOs, is occurring also in clumps with a much lower mass surface density, of the order of Σ ∼ 0.3 g cm −2 . Butler & Tan (2012) show that similar values of the mass surface density Σ are typical also of massive starless cores, assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 150, thus consistent with our average value of ∼ 0.2 g cm −2 for the QS, for a gas-to-dust ratio of 100.
We investigate in more detail the possibility that the radial dependence of the density changes in different classes of objects, by fitting a power law to the average radial 1.2 mm intensity profile calculated in concentric annuli centered on the clump. Figure 18 shows the normalized 1.2 mm emission as a function of the angular radius of the largest circle of the annulus. The beam FWHM size is indicated as an errorbar in x. Following the notation in Ward- Thompson et al. (1994) (and references therein), the power law indices of the mm emission m, of the density p and of the temperature q are related by m = p + Q(ν, T )q − 1, where Q(ν, T ) is a coefficient depending on the wavelength and the temperature, near to unity for hν/(k B T ) 1 (see Adams 1991) . We find typical power law indices for mm emission m 0.2 − 0.4 for QS and ∼ 1.0 − 1.3 for SFS-2 clumps, respectively. We assumed that quiescent clumps are isothermal and that Type 2 sources are likely to have a radial gradient in temperature, described by T ∝ (r/r 0 ) q , with q = −0.4 (e.g., Wolfire & Cassinelli 1986 ). This implies that the power law index p for volume density is ∼ 1.5 − 1.8 in SFS-2 sources, steeper than in QS sources, with p ∼ 1.2 − 1.4. The value of p is highly uncertain, because of the assumptions made and because of the very limited number of points for each source, however we are mainly interested in the difference between the QS and SFS-2, and not the specific value of p. As the clumps in QS and SFS have similar masses and total sizes (see Sect. 4.4 and 5.2.2), this difference in density profile suggests that SFS-2 clumps may indeed be denser in the central regions. Other authors investigated the differences in the density power law index for sources in different stages of evolution. Beuther et al. (2002) also derive an average radial power law dependence for density with p ∼ 1.5 − 2.0. These authors find that the density distribution is flatter for sources in the very early stages (p ∼ 1.5), then it becomes steeper during the collapse and accretion phase (p ∼ 1.9), and finally it flattens again (p ∼ 1.5) in the dispersal phase. A similar result is reported by Butler & Tan (2012) , who compared power law indices for density in starless clumps (p ∼ 1.1), obtained with a very different technique, with the same quantity derived by Mueller et al. (2002) for more evolved objects (p ∼ 1.8).
Mass
The masses measured for our clumps are in the range 10 − 2000 M , which indicates that we are probing the low-mass end of the Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) relation (cf. their Fig. 2b and Fig. 4 in this paper) . With respect to more massive clumps, those in this sample will probably form a very limited number of stars with M > 8 M , making the assumption of a single massive star in the clump plausible. On the other hand, we know that massive stars are being formed in some objects, as we observe compact radio continuum emission, likely arising in Hii regions (Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013a) .
Comparing the source size and densities ( Fig. 14 and 17 ) SFS-2 sources are typically the most compact, suggesting that an evolution of the clumps towards more compact entities with evolution might indeed occur. However, as time proceeds and the massive stars dissociate the molecular gas they move down and to the right in the M − r plot (Fig. 4) , as shown by 17355−3241c1.
Velocity and linewidth
The velocity gradients found for the clumps (1 − 2 km s −1 pc −1 ; Sect. 4.6) are comparable for the SFS and QS, and also the frac- From the second moment map we find that the clumps in the SFS have larger linewidths, with an average value of 2.2 km s −1 compared to 1.6 km s −1 for the sources in the QS. For 08477−4359c1, 13560−6133c1, 15557−5215c1 and c2, 15579−5303c1 and 16093−5015c1 we find an increase of the linewidth between the position of a 24 µm source and the rest of the clump of ∼ 10 − 30%. Figure 19 shows an example of this increase in linewidth at the location of a 24 µm source. These sources always have a ∆V of the (2,2) line larger than that of the (1,1) at this position. This indicates that we are probing the regions where the embedded source is injecting turbulence. All these sources have a luminosity in excess of 10 3 L , except 15557−5215c2 (L = 740 L ), and 08477−4359c1, for which we do not have Herschel data. Similar linewidths are found in dense cores located within clustered massive star forming regions for starless and proto-stellar cores, respectively. Figure 7 presents the virial parameter α ≡ M vir /M as a function of M. As already noted, all clumps in our sample appear dominated by gravity. Moreover, these are upper limits for α as the virial mass should be reduced by up to a factor of 2 (see MacLaren et al. 1988 ) as a consequence of the density gradients found in the clumps; another factor of 2 may arise because the mass was was computed within the FWHM contour. Two sources in the SFS has α 2: this could be due to the action of the embedded YSO(s) disrupting the parental cloud. The value of the virial parameter tend to decrease as the clump mass increases.
Virial parameter
Let's explore a few possibilities to explain α < 1 for such a large number of sources. The first is that we might be underestimating the gas/dust temperature, and are thus overestimating the mass from the 1.2 mm continuum. As NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) essentially trace cold gas and they could be optically thick, this may be a possibility. An independent determination of the temperature in the clumps is given by the dust temperature derived from the modified black-body fit of the mm-FIR part of the SED. Dust emission is optically thin in this regime, thus probing even the inner regions of the clump. Comparing T K and T d we find that the two temperatures are usually in good agreement, as discussed in Sect. 4 and shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore we do not expect the bulk of the gas in the clump to have temperatures systematically higher than those adopted here, and consequently lower masses. Moreover, also quiescent clumps have α 1, and the temperature in this case should not be underestimated, as no heating source is present in these sources. Even if it were the case, it is difficult to account for a factor of 3 − 10. The independent estimate of the mass through the SED essentially confirms that the mass of the clumps is correct.
Another possibility is that we are underestimating the radius of the clump, leading us to underestimate the virial mass. Panagia & Walmsley (1978) show that if the source is not Gaussian, we may underestimate the radius by even a factor of 2. However, it is not clear why the most massive clumps should be different from the others. The same holds for the uncertainty connected to the gas-to-dust ratio, assumed to be 100. Fontani et al. (2002) and López-Sepulcre et al. (2010) reach opposite conclusions regarding the stability of the clumps in their samples. In the former work the authors show that the ratio between M vir /M reaches values as low as ours, using as a tracer CH 3 CCH, while López-Sepulcre et al. (2010) obtain α ∼ 1 using the mass derived from dust emission and the virial mass from the C 18 O line emission. Also Hofner et al. (2000) find α < 1 using the less abundant C 17 O. Some of the clumps in our sample have been observed in C 18 O(3 − 2) by Fontani et al. (2012) , and these authors suggest that the clumps are in virial equilibrium or even have virial masses greater than the clump mass (i.e., α 1). Comparing the C 18 O and the NH 3 linewidths we find that the former are larger, typically by a factor of 1.6 and even up to ∼ 2.6. As a consequence, the virial masses calculated using the C 18 O linewidth would be larger by a factor 2.7 (up to 6.8), and α would increase accordingly. Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013b) find linewidths for cores similar to those found in this study. The difference in linewidth between NH 3 and C 18 O may be explained by the fact that C 18 O is tracing a more extended and diffuse region, where ∆V may be larger due to the effects of the environment in which the clump is embedded, or due to the presence of several gas concentrations along the line of sight (i.e., additional indistinguishable velocity components in the spectra), not dense/massive enough to be visible in NH 3 , or by the presence of velocity gradients across the clumps. Moreover, C 18 O is more prone to be entrained in outflows driven by objects already formed in the clump. In conclusion, α may be underestimated, nevertheless, even taking into account the possibilities discussed above, α would still be < 1 for the sources with the highest masses. Moreover, the contribution of external pressure helps gravity.
If these clumps were supported only by turbulence and thermal pressure, they would collapse on the timescale of the freefall time. Given the short timescales set by the free-fall time t f f = 3π/(32Gρ) ∼ 5 × 10 4 yr, this may suggest that magnetic field plays a significant role in stabilizing the clumps. Following the relation for virial equilibrium given in McKee et al. (1993) , neglecting the surface pressure term, we get the expression for the equilibrium magnetic field
where M is the clump mass, R is the clump radius and ∆V is the FWHM of the line. Using appropriate numbers for these parameters we find that | − → B| ≈ 0.1 − 1 mG is sufficient to stabilize the clumps. Such values of the magnetic field have been observed towards regions undergoing massive star formation (e.g., Crutcher 2005; Girart et al. 2009 ). Figure 21 shows a sketch of the different evolutionary phases identified in this work, with representative values for the observed properties indicated in the yellow rectangles. The arrows connecting the different source types show how the evolution proceeds. In addition to the properties listed in the figure, we find that the SFS-2 have smaller FWHM diameters, that can be due to an intrinsically smaller size and/or just an observational effect caused by the presence of a temperature gradient generated by the heating of the embedded massive (proto-)stars (see Figure 20 . Ammonia abundance as a function of Galactocentric distance. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 3 . Sect. 5.2.2). The density profile seems to be steeper in the SFS-2 clumps than in the QS, even when allowing for a temperature gradient in the former sub-sample. Thus the central density may indeed be higher for clumps with a similar size and mass. More detailed studies are needed to confirm this result.
Observational classification of high-mass clumps
Mean and median values for various parameters of the QS and SFS, and of the SFS-1 and SFS-2 are listed in Tables C.4 and C.5.
Summary and conclusions
From ATCA NH 3 observations of 46 clumps previously observed with the SEST in the 1.2-mm continuum we derived the average properties of the gas for a sample of 36 of these, detected in both NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2). With a reliable and independent temperature estimate through the NH 3 (1,1) and (2,2) line ratio, we determined the mass of the gas.
We performed the simplest virial analysis to investigate the stability of the clumps against gravity. All sources, but one, show a virial parameter α 2 (Fig. 7) , showing that gravity is the dominating force. The most massive clumps typically show α < 1, and we showed that this is likely to be real (see Sect. 5.2.6). The role of the magnetic field in stabilizing the sources against gravitational collapse is thus a major one. The required strength of the field was estimated to be | − → B| ≈ 0.1 − 1 mG, in agreement with the sparse measurements in regions of high-mass star formation (Sect. 5.2.6).
We find ammonia abundances to be in the range 10 −7 − 10 −9 , but within the canonical values of ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −8 for the vast majority of the sample, showing that this molecule is not depleted, as opposed to CO in these clumps (Fontani et al. 2012) .
These data were complemented with Herschel/Hi-GAL, Spitzer/MIPSGAL, MSX and Spitzer/IRAC data, to construct the SEDs of the sources (Sect. 4.5). From the SEDs we derived the luminosity of 32 sources (i.e. those with Herschel/Hi-GAL data), out of which we have 29 sources with a reliable ammonia detection in both lines, so that we could locate the clumps in a M − L plot (Fig. 10) . The sample was divided into sub-samples of clumps in different phases of evolution on the basis of the presence or absence of signs of ongoing star formation and on the location of the sources in the M − L plot. To classify a clump as star-forming, we considered the presence of at least one of the QS SFS-1 SFS-2 Type 3
Clump Cores High-mass Proto-star following tracers: 24 µm emission, 1.3 cm continuum emission, water masers, and "green fuzzies" (excess emission at 4.5 µm).
The star-forming sub-sample (SFS) includes these sources, while the quiescent sub-sample (QS) contains those without detectable signs of ongoing star formation.
We used the M − r relation found by Kauffmann & Pillai (2010) to assess if also the clumps without clear signs of ongoing massive star formation in our sample are potentially able to form high-mass stars. Virtually all sources lie above of the empirical relation, confirming that our sample is a good one to study evolution in the first stages of the formation of high-mass stars.
We explored if and how the average properties of a clump depend on the presence of active star formation and on its evolutionary phase (Sect. 5). The information from the M − L plot and that on the presence of ongoing star formation are complementary: we find that Type 1 sources include both the star forming clumps with a low luminosity, well below the ZAMS loci in the M − L plot, and the clumps in the QS, while Type 2 sources are the clumps in the SFS hosting a ZAMS star. For our sample, a convenient criterion based on L was enough to separate Type 1 and Type 2 objects (cf. Fig. 10 ): sources with L > 10 3 L are likely to host a ZAMS star. This idea is corroborated by the large fraction of these sources that are encompassed by the two determinations of the ZAMS locus (Molinari et al. 2008; Urquhart et al. 2013) , and show radio-continuum and strong mid-IR emission, i.e. an UCHii region. Therefore we define the following classes of objects using both the information obtained from the M − L plot and from classical signposts of star formation: QS for quiescent Type 1 sources, SFS-1 for Type 1 sources with signs of active star formation, and SFS-2 for Type 2 sources. A sketch of these phases with the typical values for the physical parameters derived in this work is shown in Fig. 21 . Analyzing the typical properties of the clumps in our sample we find that they depend on the evolutionary phase of the source. The differences found can be summarized as follows:
-SFS-2 sources always show radio continuum or strong mid-IR emission, suggesting the presence of an Hii region, while QS and SFS-1 objects do not. -The average temperatures (both kinetic and dust) of the three evolutionary classes slowly increases from the QS, to SFS-1, to SFS-2 sources, with typical values of ∼ 13 K, 17 K and ∼ 23 K, respectively. -The temperature of the clumps appears to be correlated with the luminosity of the source (Fig. 13 ). -SFS-2 objects have smaller FWHM diameters (median values of 0.5 vs. 0.8 pc for SFS-2 and QS, respectively), due to the presence of strong and compact peaks of emission at mm wavelengths. This could be caused by the presence of a temperature gradient in the SFS-2. -As a consequence, clumps classified as SFS-2 on average have higher volume-, column-and surface-densities inside the FWHM intensity contour of the 1.2 mm continuum emission. -Assuming that density (for all clumps) and temperature (for SFS-2 clumps) both vary as power laws as a function of clump radius, we derived the power law indices for density, and found them to be steeper in more evolved sources. Typical power law indices for the molecular hydrogen volume density are p ∼ 1.2 − 1.4 for QS and ∼ 1.5 − 1.8 for SFS-2 sources. These results indicate that more evolved sources are indeed denser and more centrally concentrated. -The fact that SFS-2 sources are the most extreme in terms of compactness suggests that QS sources are still contracting.
A.1. 16061−5048c4 and 16435−4515c3
16061−5048c4 is included in the SFS due to the presence of a water maser. No clear mid-IR emission can be seen in the Spitzer images, suggesting a clump in very early stages of evolution or a very high extinction. For example, Breen & Ellingsen (2011) suggest that a maser is one of the first sign of active star formation to appear. This is because the maser is likely excited by the outflow, the onset of which happens in a phase where the mid-IR emission may still be too weak to be detected. This seems to be consistent with the position of this source in the M-L plot. This is, in fact, one of the objects with the lowest kinetic temperature in the SFS and with a very low luminosity.
However, 16061−5048c4, in addition to the maser, shows a clear detection in the radio-continuum emission. Visual inspection of the radio image shows an elongated morphology of the emission at this wavelength, following closely the shape of the mm-clump, and displaced towards South-East. We conclude that this is not a compact Hii region produced by the central YSO, but an ionization front generated by a nearby massive star (most likely the corresponding IRAS source), rather than by the YSO.
A similar situation is observed in 16435−4515c3. This clump shows no signs of active star formation, apart from radio emission. It could be that also in this case this emission comes from an ionization front outside the clump. In any case, this source was excluded from the analysis because the NH 3 (2,2) was not detected.
A.2. 17355−3241c1
As evolution proceeds, the massive ZAMS star delivers huge quantities of ionizing photons and energetic particles into the parent molecular cloud. This process disperses the clump, leaving only remnants of the original cloud, around an Hii region.
17355−3241c1 is the most evolved source in our sample, as can be seen in the mass-luminosity plot. This is the only Type 3 source in our sample, with still a detectable 1.2 mm flux, but with dominant IR-emission.
The properties of this clump appear to confirm the evolutionary scenario: it has the lowest mass, column and surface density of the entire sample, and a high temperature and luminosity. Moreover, the L/M ratio is the highest among all the observed clumps, above 120 L M −1 . The virial parameter α (∼ 3. 5) is the highest. This could be due to the destructive action of the central ZAMS star, dispersing the clump from which it was formed. On the other hand, this object does not show compact radio-continuum emission. The M − L plot shows that the mass of the central ZAMS star should be M ∼ 6 M , corresponding to a B5 star, comparing its position in the M − L plot with the evolutionary tracks. The output of Lyman continuum photons of such a star is low, and below the detection limit of the radio observations (cf. Thompson 1984; Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013a ). However the uncertainty on the stellar mass is quite large. The SED fit with Robitaille models suggests a stellar mass of ∼ 8 M .
Another possibility to explain the lack of radio continuum emission is that it is extended and filtered out by the interferometer. Finally, we remind that in both cases the stellar mass is an upper limit, under the assumption that the luminosity is dominated by the most massive object. The SED of this object is different from that typical of the other objects with appreciable emission in the mid-IR, being almost flat in terms of energy up to 3.6 µm. Also the Robitaille model indicates that this is an older object.
A.3. Undetected sources
A number of sources do not have detections in ammonia, especially in the (2,2) transition. Among the SFS, they are weak also in (1,1), suggesting low beam-averaged NH 3 column densities. 16164−4929c2 and 14166−6118c1 have a clear detection at 1.2 mm, but no ammonia counterpart. NIR images show that these two objects contain a star cluster. The SED, the morphology of the IR emission and radio-continuum observations of these two clumps show that they host a massive ZAMS star, that has already developed an Hii region, different from the nearby clumps detected in ammonia. 13563−6109c1 also shows signs of the presence of a recognizable embedded cluster in NIR images, even if not as clear as 16164−4929c2 and 14166−6118c1.
On the other hand, four more sources with similar properties are found in the QS, but without clear signs of an embedded cluster. Two of these have quite strong NH 3 (1,1) detections, indicating very low gas temperatures. These clumps might be just too cold to be detected in (2,2) or simply not massive enough to form stars with M > 8 M .
Finally, also 15454−5335c2 was not detected in ammonia. This source was identified at the edge of the SEST map. No IR source was found to be associated with it. The non-detection in NH 3 and visual inspection of the SEST map suggest that this might be just a noise spike in the SEST 1.2 mm continuum map.
Appendix B: SED fit
The modified black-body fit was done with a simple Bayesian approach, considering Gaussian uncertainties on the fluxes, taking into account the rms of the image and the calibration uncertainty at each wavelength (15% for SEST and SPIRE, 20% for PACS red and 10% for PACS blue fluxes: Beltrán et al. 2006; Swinyard et al. 2010; Poglitsch et al. 2010 ). We adopted a modified black body as a model, comparing the observed and predicted fluxes at each wavelength, and multiplying the probability for each point, to obtain the total probability of the model. We took a constant prior on the mass, while we used a Gaussian prior on β, with mean value µ = 2 and standard deviation σ = 2, and on the dust temperature T d , with µ = 20 K and σ = 15 K. We considered temperatures between 5 and 50 K in 200 equal linear steps, masses between 10 and 10000 M in 200 equal logarithmic steps, and β between 0.1 and 4, in 40 equal linear steps. To test the dependence of the fit on the choice of prior, we also tried to use a constant prior on all the parameters of the fit. The results show that T d , M and β are not sensitive to this choice, within the uncertainties. To derive the probability distribution, and thus the uncertainty on the single parameters we integrated over the other two parameters. Table 2 . Parameters of the ammonia spectra extracted from an area equal to that of the beam, around the NH 3 emission peak. The columns indicate the clump name, the peak flux of the (1,1) transition and the rms of the spectrum, the V LSR of the emission, the ∆V of NH 3 (1,1), the opacity of the (1,1) line and its uncertainty, the peak flux of the (2,2) transition and the rms of the spectrum, and the ∆V of NH 3 (2,2), T rot , T K and ammonia column density, with their uncertainties, the near and far kinematic distance. The clumps above the horizontal line are those classified as star-forming, while the clump below it are those classified as quiescent (see Sect. 5). Notes.
Appendix C: Tables and figures
(1) Source excluded from the analysis due to non-detection in NH Table 3 . Parameters derived from the modified black-body fit of the SED down to 70 µm, and luminosity of the clumps (integrated from 1.2 mm and 3.6 µm). The clumps above the horizontal line are those classified as star-forming, while the clump below it are those classified as quiescent (see Sect. 5). The columns shows the dust temperature (T d ), the mass (M) of the gas and the dust emissivity index β from the modified black-body fit, and the luminosity of the clumps derived integrating the SED, with their uncertainties. 8.1 7.5 − 8.8 3.2 2.7 − 3.9 3.0 2.7 − 3.4 0.8 0.5 − 1.0 16435-4515c3 10.5 9.8 − 11.3 4.3 3.5 − 5.1 2.7 2.4 − 2.9 2.9 1.8 − 3.6 16482-4443c2 8.7 8.0 − 9.5 1.9 1.6 − 2.3 3.1 2.8 − 3.5 0.8 0.5 − 1.0 Table 5 . Summary of the emission characteristics of H 2 O masers. The columns show the clump name, the number of Gaussian components in the spectrum, the range of V LSR over which we detect emission, the flux density peak, the integrated emission, the water maser luminosity, the V LSR and ∆V of the strongest component (S.C.), and the offset of the maser spot with respect to the phase centre (Ph.C. Notes.
(1) Source with very poor uv-coverage in NH 3 : spectrum extracted from non-cleaned maps.
(2) Lower limit for the mass and the derived quantities.
(3) Volume-, column-and surface-densities are lower limits, as the source is unresolved. Notes.
(2) Lower limit for the mass and the derived quantities. Notes.
(a) These sources have poor uv-coverage, thus a firm assignment to a clump in the region was not possible. (b) Visual inspection of the Mid-IR images showed that this GF could be generated by the Spitzer PSF. However, we still consider the clump as star forming to be conservative, and because of the presence of a strong 24 µm source within the 3σ contour of the 1.2 mm continuum emission, at the location of the GF.
(c) Source detected in our work, but not in that of Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013a) . Table C.6. Parameters of the ammonia spectra averaged over the whole NH 3 (1,1) area of emission. The columns indicate the clump name, the peak flux of the (1,1) transition and the rms of the spectrum, the V LSR of the emission, the ∆V of NH 3 (1,1), the peak flux of the (2,2) transition and the rms of the spectrum, and the ∆V of NH 3 (2,2), T rot , T K and ammonia column density, with their uncertainties. The clumps above the horizontal line are those classified as star-forming, while the clump below it are those classified as quiescent (see Sect. 5). Note that, contrary to 
